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Leidi lives with her mom and her baby. Her boyfriend, Alexis, hasn't shown up in days. That sunny morning, after she bathed her baby, Leidi was sent 
to buy plantains. Outside, a guy tells her he has seen Alexis with another girl. Leidi won̓t return home until she finds the father of her child.
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Born in Medellin, Colombia in 1986. Studied Audiovisual Communication at Universidad de Antioquia, where he also worked as lecturer in 
film editing before moving to the UK. In 2014 finishes his studies in Filmmaking at The London Film School. LEIDI is his graduation project.  

director - screenwritersimón mesa soto

A portrait of a young girl observed from the distance, no intrusion, and no judgement, avoiding narrative elements disturbing the everyday life of the character.  Yet placing the action in spaces where we can see through the 
character and her surroundings. When we stick to her, Leidi will show us where she belongs  thus the reality she is in the middle of. A matter of empowering the character as the main narrative tool,   the camera would never 
induce an emotion on its own.  That is it, a thin argument, a young mother looking for the father of her child around the neighbourhood, allowing me to dig into her emotional conflict.   
A Latin-American tale: Leidi lives in the high neighbourhoods of Medellin, Colombia, where the Andes Mountains begin.  Barrios looking at the city from the distance, from the top of the hill. They are there, little mothers with A Latin-American tale: Leidi lives in the high neighbourhoods of Medellin, Colombia, where the Andes Mountains begin.  Barrios looking at the city from the distance, from the top of the hill. They are there, little mothers with 
no plans in life but having children. Looking out their windows and balconies waiting for the man to come back home.  A documentary portraying  her live but told from fiction. The aesthetics of faces and landscapes are true 
portrayal of those places and their people. 
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crew

Country: Colombia/United Kingdom
Duration: 15'53''
Filming format: ProRes 4444 2k
Screening format: DCP
Sound: 5.1
Original language: Spanish 

Alejandra Montoya Villa
Hector Alfredo Orrego
Josselin Torres  Velásquez
Karoleth Torres Velásquez
Gladys Amparo Arroyave
Camilo Vidal García
Alejandro AraqueAlejandro Araque
Jojan Alexis Higuita
Manuela Villa
Mariela Castañeda  
Alicia Ocampo
Carolina Ríos

specifications

cast

Written and directed by Simón Mesa Soto
Produced by Diana C. Patiño Martínez 
Cinematography: Juan Sarmiento G.

Art director: Tatiana Vera
Sound: Andrés Montaña Duret

Sound designer and mixer: Ania Przygoda
Editor: Ricardo SaraivaEditor: Ricardo Saraiva

Assistant director: Santiago León C.
Continuity: María Paulina Henao 

Production manager: Lina Tangarife
Production assistant: Luisa Fernanda Zapata
Production assistant: Cristian Camilo David

Sound assistant:  Daniel Giraldo
Art assistant: Andrés CarmonaArt assistant: Andrés Carmona
Make up artist: Camila Villegas

Focus puller: Johanes Päch
2nd assistant camera: Omar Vega
Gaffer: Edwin Osnid Sepúlveda
Lighting assistant: Andrés Cruz
DIT: David Horacio Montoya

Grip: Amilkar OchoaGrip: Amilkar Ochoa
Behind the scenes: Gito Labina
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Diana C. Patiño  Martínez
Producer

producer@leidi-shortfilm.com 
Cel: (+57) 300 8994784

www.leidi-shortfilm.com


